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     Microfluidic devices with microelectrodes 
have the potential to enable studies of phenomena 
at size scales where  behavior may be dominated 
by different mechanisms than at macroscales.   
Through our work developing microfluidic 
devices for dielectrophoretic separation and sens-
ing of  cells and particles, shown at the right, we 
have fabricated devices from which general or 
more specialized research devices may be 
derived.  Fluid channels from 80 µm wide 

 

×

 

 20 
µm deep  to 1 mm wide 

 

×

 

 200 µm deep have been 
fabricated in glass, with lithographically pat-
terned electrodes from 10 to 80 µm wide on one 
or both sides of the channels and over topogra-
phies tens of microns in height.  The devices are 
designed to easliy interface to electronic and flu-
idic interconnect packages that permit reuse of 
devices, rather than one-time use ,crude glue-
based methods . Such devices may be useful for 
many applications of interest to the electrochemi-
cal and biological community.

     Such microfluidic devices with suitably incor-
porated microelectrodes have been demonstrated 
to be practical for conducting standard processing 
and analytic biological and electrochemical pro-
cedures.  Perhaps more importantly, they are also 
an enabling technology for conducting such pro-
cedures in a highly parallel fashion, at smaller 
scales, and for conducting new investigations and 
procedures that previously may not have been 
practical with macroscale instruments.  Devices 
fabricated in our laboratories have been demon-
strated to meet these goals which, when packaged 
with sample preparation and control systems, will 
be about the size of a typical lunch box (1).  The 
compactness of such devices makes them very 
affordable and portable.  With the convenience of 

portable computers, they become highly suitable 
for research or clinical tests in the field or lab.

Dielectrophoresis/Field Flow Fractionation 
separator.

AC impedance sensor chips.

1. In collaboration with Prof. Peter Gascoyne, M. 
D. Anderson Cancer Center, University of Texas 
Medical School, Houston TX, Prof. Bernhard 
Boser, Department of Electrical Engineering and 
Computer Science, University of California, Ber-
keley CA, and Duncan Hitchens, LYNNTECH, 
Inc, College Station, TX
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Microfluidic devices with microelectrodes have the potential to enable studies of phe
ena at size scales where  behavior may be dominated by different mechanisms than
macroscales.   Through our work developing microfluidic devices for dielectrophoret
separation and sensing of  cells and particles, we have fabricated devices from whic
eral or more specialized research devices may be derived.  Fluid channels from 80 µ
wide × 20 µm deep  to 1 mm wide × 200 µm deep have been fabricated in glass, with lit
graphically patterned electrodes from 10 to 80 µm wide on one or both sides of the 
nels and over topographies tens of microns in height.  The devices are designed to 
interface to electronic and fluidic interconnect packages that permit reuse of devices
rather than one-time use ,crude glue-based methods . Such devices may be useful fo
applications of interest to the electrochemical and biological community.

INTRODUCTION AND APPLICATIONS

     Microfabrication has become an enabling technology for development of the nex
eration of analytical instrumentation for performing medical diagnoses, sequencing t
human genome, detecting air borne pathogens, and increasing throughput for comb
rial chemistry and drug discovery. These miniature devices take advantage of scaling
and unique physical phenomena which occur at the micro-scale to perform new type
assays. The large surface area to volume ratio and small size of microfabricated flui
devices results in laminar flows, increased surface contact between sample fluids an
trodes, fast and uniform heat transfer, and reduced reagent use. Surface tension an
cous forces dominate while inertial effects are negligible. Microfabricated electrodes
produce high electric fields for electroosmotic flows and electrophoretic separations
large field gradients for inducing dielectrophoretic forces on particles.

     In this paper, we describe a microfabrication technology for producing microchan
with embedded electrodes which make contact with the working fluid. Devices with c
nels between 20 and 200 µm deep have been fabricated using isotropic glass etchin
fusion bonding. Gold or platinum electrodes can be patterned on the bottom and/or 
the channels for various  applications. Advantages of the process include hermetica
sealed channels and electrodes, transparent substrates for easy visualization, large
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ability of channel depth even on the same device, and electrical and fluid contacts o
same side of the microfluidic chip to enable surface mounting. The first devices fabri
using this process were a particle separator and an AC impedance sensor. The sepa
has a 200 µm deep channel with interdigitated electrodes at the channel’s bottom su
An AC field across the electrodes induces a dielectrophoretic force on particles with
channel, levitating different particles to equilibrium heights determined by their size a
dielectric properties. The parabolic velocity profile associated with laminar flow from
external pressure source results in separation of an injected sample of particles as t
carried down the channel. This separation technique, referred to as DEP/FFF for die
phoresis combined with field flow fractionation, was demonstrated recently using lar
area photolithographically-patterned planar electrodes on flat glass substrates (1).  F
thorough discussion of dielectrophoresis see reference (2).  A separator is shown in 
1. The AC impedance sensor device has 20 µm deep channels with opposed electro
detecting and identifying particles as they flow by, and is shown in Figures 2a and 2
These two devices eventually will be joined together on a single chip to form an inst
ment that functions much like a gas chromatograph, with a separation column follow
a detector.

     In addition to these examples, the fabrication process can be used for making inte
devices suitable for performing electrophoretic separations, electroosmotic pumping
sensing, and trapping desired species from a larger sample for subsequent process
analysis.  Examples of the latter include patterned electrodes used to capture and ho
DNA and spores as shown in Figures 3 and 4, respectively.  An AC signal is applied
between adjacent  electrodes, creating large gradients in electric field near their edg
The biological material is captured in such areas of high field strength by dielectropho
forces .  The 50 µm wide by 2000 A thick Ti/Pt electrodes with 30 µm gaps were patte
on glass using processes discussed below.  When the electrodes are de-energized,
tures species may be moved to other sections of the device for further processing or
sis.  Clearly, numerous other phenomena may be studied with devices fabricated by
methods.

FABRICATION OF DEVICES

     The microfluidic devices used here are typically fabricated by patterning fluid chan
and electrodes on the surfaces of glass (Pyrex) or silicon substrates.  The substrate
bonded together, thereby sealing the channels and electrodes within a bulk piece of
rial which is then diced to give discrete devices.  Fluidic and electronic interfacing is
accomplished through holes drilled through one of the substrates.  Fabrication may 
egorized into the etching of fluid channels, patterning of electrodes, and bonding wh
are discussed separately below.
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Channel Etching

     The fabrication of microchannels in glass begins with cleaning the glass surface w
cleanroom soap solution.  The surface is then coated with a metallic glass etch mas
consisting of a 30 nm chromium bond layer and 1 µm of gold on top of it, which is th
patterned with photoresist lithographically.  The metals are etched through the photo
windows, forming the pattern through which the glass is etched with a 22 vol.% HF/7
vol.% Acetic Acid solution.  The etch rate is about 0.7 µm/min.  The photoresist and 
mask are then stripped from the substrate.  A typical microchannel pattern is shown 
ure 5.  This channel is etched approximately isotropically.  The initial etch mask was
µm wide.  The etch depth is 40 µm, the channel width at the top is 120 µm, and the 
cut of the glass channel top edge is about 5 µm.  The surface roughness measured 
stylus profilometer was 20 nm in the bottom of the 40 µm deep etch regions and 2 n
the masked top surface nearby.  The overhanging lip or cornice at the edge influenc
final microchannel cross sectional shape,  rounding corners at the sides when bond
the other substrate.  This may be important for fluid flow dynamics, ease of cleaning
flushing, and preventing trapping of particles.  If the cornice is not desired, it may be
rounded off by a brief glass etch over the whole substrate, subsequent to removing 
metal etch mask.  This must be done if electrodes are to be patterned into channels.
wise, the overhanging cornice of glass will prevent the deposition of a continuous m
line into the channel.

Electrode Patterning 

 
     While patterning electrodes photolithographically on planar surfaces is trivial, doin
over topographies tens of microns in height is quite difficult.  The patterning of electr
along channel sidewalls and near drilled holes is extremely difficult with conventiona
photoresist and lithographic processes.  The steep sides of the channels make it vir
impossible to get good step coverage with spin coated photoresist.  Capillary forces
photoresist to flow to regions of negative curvature (into channels) and toward the ed
drilled holes, resulting in resist thickness varying by up to an order of magnitude.  Su
large variations in resist thickness make proper exposure and development of any p
across a substrate a hopeless endeavor.  In order to overcome this inherent problem
spin-on resist, a process was developed using a negative-working anodic electrodep
photoresist (NEPR, Shipley Eagle 2100), which was originally developed for the prin
circuit board (PCB) industry as a replacement for dry film resist.  Photoresist films d
ited electrochemically tend to coat even the most severe topographical features very
formly.  The NEPR is an aqueous mixture consisting of the various components of a
typical negative resist (minus the xylene solvent) emulsified in water.  The micelles w
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result from the emulsification are positively charged, and will migrate to a negative electrod
part to be coated) in the presence of a strong electric field.  The micelles are destabilized a
electrode, and consequently, are deposited there.  In order to deposit NEPR, the surface m
reasonably conductive, so the process is well suited to metal etching or plating.  Prior to re
deposition, a metal film (copper, nickel, gold, or platinum) is typically deposited onto the pa
form the conductive layer.   A potential of 50 - 100 volts is applied between the part to be co
and a counter electrode of comparable size.  Resist deposition takes less than a minute, a
fairly self-limiting (i.e., the "electrode" becomes an insulator as the resist film builds up).  Ty
resist thicknesses range from 5 to 12 microns, and can be varied with plasticizer content o
perature variation.  The resultant film is rinsed with water and soft baked, or left to air dry.
 
     The resist film can be exposed with conventional lithographic tools.  A UV dose of 150 -

mJ/cm2 at wavelengths between 300 and 400 nm is sufficient to expose the resist.  A dilute
tion of lactic acid is used to develop the latent pattern.  After metal etching, the resist can b
removed with concentrated lactic acid, or with polar aprotic organic solvents.

     The ease with which chromium and  gold may be wet etched makes these metals desira
electrodes on glass or silicon, using a very thin film of the former as a bond layer and a thic
film of the latter for the electrode surface.  The electrodeposited resist may then be deposite
the gold surface, conformally over the edges of channels and  drilled holes, then photolitho
ically patterned.  The underlying gold and chromium films are then wet etched, and the res
stripped.  For surfaces in contact with the photomask (i.e. zero gap between mask and substrate
line widths down to 10 µm are reproducibly achieved.  Electrodes patterned into 20-25 µm deep 
channels are typically broadened by 2-5 µm.  Figure 2 shows 60 µm x 80 µm Cr/Au electrodes, 
one in the bottom of a 20 µm deep channel and the other on top.  These electrodes form the c
itor used for an AC impedance sensor. The 20 µm metal lines connect them to large electronic 
contact pads approximately 1 mm from the channel, shown as the dark circles in Figure 2a

     For some environments, platinum electrodes may be preferred, but platinum is extreme
cult to etch.  Therefore the direct metal patterning method above is not suitable for fabricat
electrodes.  However, the electrodeposited resist still requires some sort of metal layer ove
entire surface.  We have developed a lift-off process wherein a Cr/Au layer is deposited on 
substrate and used for deposition of the resist.  The resist is used to pattern features into th
layer, through which Ti/Pt electrodes may be deposited (Ti is used for the bond layer).  The
and Cr/Au is then dissolved from under the unwanted portions of the Ti/Pt film which is was
away, leaving the desired Ti/Pt electrodes.  This method has been demonstrated to produc
trodes in channels that are as good as directly patterned Cr/Au.

Bonding

     To complete the devices, a matched pair of substrates must be precisely aligned using 
graphically patterned metal alignment markers and bonded together.  Fusion bonding of th
strates, wherein the mated surfaces are pressed together at elevated temperatures, has be
to work very reliably.  However, the bonding of substrates to form sealed channels is a bala
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conflicting needs.  High temperatures, pressures, and long bond times improve bond stren
conformal sealing of glass around electrodes, and reduce voids and other defects at the bo
face.  However, if the temperature and pressure are too high, or the bond time too long, de
tion of the glass may cause the faces of channels parallel to the substrates to be bowed to
each other.  The most dramatic case of this results in the opposing faces coming into conta
bonding, closing off the channel.  Hence, bonding process variables are determined by the
sions of the channels.  We have determined that temperatures 150-200° below the softening point 
of the glass, pressures around 5-10 MPa, and times at maximum temperature and pressur
few hours are suitable for most devices.  This method of bonding has also been found to be
for joining glass and silicon surfaces.

DEVICE PACKAGING

     While our ability to fabricate micron-scale mechanical and fluidic structures out of silicon
glass, and plastic is advancing rapidly, one of the main difficulties continues to be interfacin
these microfabricated devices to each other and to the outside, macroscopic world.  Introd
fluid samples and reagents into microfluidic devices is challenging, especially when multipl
inputs are required.  Many microfluidic systems utilize epoxy for their connection schemes w
is permanent, can cause channel clogging, is not mechanically robust, uses excessive area
requires extensive manual assembly time.  Microfluidic packaging developed at LLNL does
require adhesives to make connections and provides quick and easy exchange of microfab
components. Furthermore, the connectors have a low dead volume, are helium leak tight, c
withstand high pressures, and have a small footprint, allowing for multiple connections to b
made in a very small area, thereby retaining the advantages of miniaturization.

     The miniature connector developed at LLNL enables introduction of microliter and sub-m
liter quantities of solutions into microfabricated fluidic devices and provides a means for inte
necting various microfluidic devices to each other.  The connector joins standard high pres
liquid chromatography (HPLC) PEEK tubing to the bonded glass microfluidic devices prese
in this paper.   The tubing end mates with the fluid inlet/outlet ports in the microfluidic chip (
Figure 6).  The chip is held against a substrate, in this case the backside of a printed circui
with through holes for the tubing, using custom fabricated support plates.  The PCB is back
another plate through which the tubing also passes.  The tubing is held in place with precis
machined hollow screws which press a ferrule and o-ring onto the tubing end, forming the s
against the chip surface around the inlet/outlet ports.  Electronic connection is made betwe
electronic contact pads on the chip (round pads in Figure 6) and pads on the PCB with a c
tive elastomer which is placed into the electronic feedthrough holes in the chip. The elastom
compressed when the support plates are clamped together, thereby insuring good electrica
tact.  The connector has been used extensively with excellent results, allowing for easy and
tive exchange of microfluidic devices and the introduction of different solutions into microflu
devices.  The package also allows for electronic connection between devices and standard
tronic cables for interfacing to computers or other electronic instruments.
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CONCLUSIONS

     Microfluidic devices with suitably incorporated microelectrodes have been demonstrated
practical for conducting standard processing and analytic biological and electrochemical pr
dures.  Perhaps more importantly, they are also an enabling technology for conducting such
dures in a highly parallel fashion, at smaller scales, and for conducting new investigations a
procedures that previously may not have been practical with macroscale instruments.  The
great promise for miniature deployable microfluidic systems which monitor the environmen
toxicants and biological species, and hand-held medical diagnostic instruments incorporati
microfluidic chips.   Devices fabricated in our laboratories have been demonstrated to mee
goals which, when packaged with sample preparation and control systems, will be about th
of a typical lunch box (3).  The compactness of such devices makes them very affordable a
table.  With the convenience of portable computers, they become highly suitable for resear
clinical tests in the field or lab.
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Figure 3. DNA Captured Along Elec-
trode Edges

Figure 4. Spores Captured Along Elec-
trode Edges.

Figure 5.  Etched microchannels in boro-
silicate glass, 40 µm deep, 250 µm pitch.
Figure 1. Dielectrophoresis/Field Flow 
Fractionation separatortor.

Figure 2a. AC impedance sensor

Figure 2b. AC impedance sensor.
Figure 3. DNA Captured Along Elec-
trode Edges
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Figure 6. Schematic of AC impedance electrode, illustrating fluidic and electronic feedthrou
on one side of chip.
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